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Chapter 181 
 Transformation  
 
"Is this really a six-star hazard mission?" 
 
This thought flashed across Wang Xuan's mind, and the giant mechanical arm swept sideways. The 
speed was too fast for him to dodge. The metal tentacle that had just wrapped around it couldn't 
control it, so he could only retract it, causing his left arm to turn into a Monster Arm. 
 
A pair of demonic beast arms crossed, and they were carried **** the front, and there were blue dim 
lights inside. 
 
Wang Xuan finally used the power of the blue crystal scales, and the power that could burst out 
immediately reached the limit of the strongest state. 
 
"Boom" to a loud noise. 
 
Wang Xuan felt his arms vibrate violently, his body staggered and fell backwards, his mouth let out a low 
growl, the ghost wings on his back slammed open, a handle of steel feathers took shape and shot in the 
air. 
 
The sound of chi chi was incessant, and these steel feathers were like sharp knives. Half of them 
bounced back under the action of huge force, and the other half were inserted into the giant mechanical 
arms. 
 
The mechanical giant arm was originally incomplete, with a large number of holes and cracks on the 
surface. The steel feather hit the mechanical metal and could not be destroyed, and was bounced back 
by the shock, and the other half inserted into the holes and cracks, piercing it, Came out from the other 
side. 
 
The giant mechanical arm was pierced by a large number of steel feathers along these holes and cracks, 
and immediately fell to the ground. 
 
Zhao Lei saw it, and immediately shouted: "Quickly attack the cracks on its surface, this is its key!" 
 
As he spoke, he activated the "First Sacred Ban" again, and around the Sacred Eye on the back of his 
right hand, a huge white circle appeared, like a sealing formation, and was smashed into the ground by 
him. 
 
The giant mechanical arm fell heavily to the ground, and the remaining three giant fingers flicked to the 
ground, seemingly wanting to rise into the air again, but was suddenly sucked by the "First Saint Seal" 
and could not move. 
 
Gu Manyao seized the opportunity, let out a snarl, and slashed the Yaochi knife in one of the cracks. 
 



The harsh metal friction sounded, and the Yaochi knife was embedded along the crack. 
 
Zhang Haofei grabbed out a pair of skeleton claws, looked at the two holes and cracks on the surface, 
and grabbed them tightly. 
 
Bai Yan formed a pair of blood crystal giant swords with his arms, and slashed into it along the two 
cracks. 
 
Xiaojiao also jumped up and grabbed a pair of flame claws into a gap on the other side. 
 
At the same time as Wang Xuan activated his ghost wings, he stepped up, a pair of monster arms 
stretched out, ten fingers inserted into two of the cracks, and suddenly let out a violent roar: "Tear it 
apart together!" 
 
There were blue dim lights in the arms, and there was a faint energy vibration in the air. Gu Manyao, 
Zhang Haofei, Bai Yan, and Xiaojiao cooperated with him, each stood in one position, and together they 
pulled out. 
 
Zhao Lei's "banning of the first saint" failed, and the giant mechanical arm returned to freedom, vibrated 
violently, and suddenly screeched. Everyone pulled the cracks on the surface and pulled them in 
different directions. shattered. 
 
This mechanical giant arm, which originally contained terrifying power, immediately seemed to have lost 
its power, and the machinery and parts formed by combining the giant arms began to scatter. It is 
strange that these machinery and parts were scattered on the ground, and a faint white light appeared 
on the surface, and then the white light gradually became stronger. , these mechanical metal fragments 
and mechanical parts have completely turned into white light, like pieces of transparent glass that glow. 
 
After landing, these glowing metal fragments and mechanical parts began to converge, turning into 
white rays of light, which converged towards the center. In the end, all the rays of light converged and 
disappeared, leaving only a small crystal fragment on the ground. 
 
Everyone stood around and witnessed the change. The giant mechanical arm was destroyed, and no 
white scales appeared. No one would have thought that these parts and fragments could disappear. 
Wang Xuan walked up and picked up the remaining crystal fragments on the ground. . 
 
Open the eye of the illustrated book, still unable to capture the information about this crystal fragment. 
 
"This crystal fragment looks like a crystal of a mechanical beast. If what is written on this drawing is true, 
is this giant mechanical arm part of the mechanical god, but it is broken now. This mechanical **** is 
also a kind of mechanical **** in essence. Mechanical beast, this crystal like a mechanical beast can also 
understand..." 
 
Gu Manyao said, "Wang Xuan, what is this?" 
 
"I can't see the information, I'll try it with fresh blood." Wang Xuan cut his left hand and dripped his own 
blood on it. 
 



This drop of blood drenched on the crystal shards and was slowly absorbed by the crystal shards. Wang 
Xuan was overjoyed, and it seemed that it really had an effect. 
 
As the drop of blood penetrated into the crystal shard, a faint message appeared in his mind. It seemed 
that there was still some kind of incomplete and weak consciousness left in the crystal shard. 
 
"It turns out that the essence of this crystal fragment is really similar to the mechanical beast crystal, but 
it is a little different. The general mechanical beast is divided into six crystals, the powertrain, body 
armor, leg armor and weapons are all Separated, and this mechanical god... all crystals are complete and 
unified, but unfortunately they are broken." 
 
He pondered slightly, summoned the little girl, opened its crystal face list, and put the small broken 
crystal shard into the center. The middle-level powertrain was originally placed in the center slot. When 
Wang Xuan put the crystal shard. After coming into contact with the powertrain crystal, the two 
immediately showed signs of fusion, and soon the crystal shards swallowed and digested the powertrain 
crystal, filling the center slot. 
 
Wang Xuan looked at the crystal face list that was constantly flickering with faint photoelectricity, the 
entire crystal face list seemed to be transforming and evolving, and Xiaojiao made a slight crackling 
sound all over his body, and his throat Inside, there was a faint low whistle, and the low whistling 
gradually became louder. 
 
Everyone was quietly watching the changes of Xiaojiao around. Gu Manyao flipped through the 
blueprints from time to time, and understood that the giant mechanical arm was broken and could still 
emit such powerful power. If it was intact, how terrifying its power would be? 
 
And this giant mechanical arm is only one-sixth of the humanoid mechanical beast drawn on the 
blueprint. 
 
"The ultimate mechanical beast, the mechanical god... Everything written on it should be true. This is 
indeed terrifying." She whispered softly. 
 
The mechanical parts of Xiaogai's body were vibrating faintly, and it lasted for about thirty to forty 
seconds. 
 
From the outside, it doesn't seem to have changed, but in Wang Xuan's eyes, he always feels that little 
girl has changed. 
 
Just what is this change? 
 
"Yes, spirituality... It seems to have an aura of life, as if it has become a real life form." 
 
After Wang Xuan pondered, he suddenly remembered and couldn't help but shouted, "Little boy." 
 
Xiaojiao immediately turned her head, looked at him, then shook her head and shook her tail, and 
Pidianpidian came to him, as if she wanted to act like a spoiled child. 
 



Seeing everyone's eyes, Yu Shanshan couldn't help but say, "Brother Wang, I always feel that Xiaojiao 
seems to be a little different from our mechanical beast." 
 
A smile appeared on Wang Xuan's face, and said: "Really? If the giant mechanical arm is really part of 
the wreckage of some mechanical god, Xiaojiao will definitely change after merging this crystal 
fragment, at least its strength will be improved. No, I'm no longer its opponent." 
 
As Xiaojiao approached, he stroked it with his hands, and only then could he feel that there was a faint 
terrifying energy aura in Xiaojiao's body. 
 
"Little girl has become so powerful?" Everyone was shocked. 
 
Wang Xuan said: "It originally had a powertrain in the middle state, and it is no longer inferior to the 
general peak powerhouse. Now that it has obtained this crystal shard, it is very likely that it has broken 
through the peak of the state. The level is now, and I don't know what level it is now.” 
 
Zhang Haofei murmured: "Grandma, I can't imagine it, if it's really more powerful than you, wouldn't we 
have made a mechanical beast the boss? Then we are too embarrassed, humans are not as good as 
beasts. ?" 
 
Before Wang Xuan could speak, Xiaojiao suddenly let out a low growl in his throat and slammed into the 
ground. The speed was too fast. Before Zhang Haofei could react, Xiaojiao was knocked down by 
Xiaojiao. 
 
Zhang Haofei only felt that Xiaojiao's body seemed to weigh tens of millions of pounds, and the pressure 
was so heavy that he could hardly breathe, let alone resisting and struggling. 
 
Xiaojiao's **** mouth opened wide, and metal fangs emerged from it, as if they were about to bite 
down at his neck. 
 
Zhang Haofei was terrified. 
 
"Little girl!" Wang Xuan shouted. 
 
Xiao Gu jumped out and released Zhang Haofei. 
 
Obviously, it was very dissatisfied with what Zhang Haofei just said. 
 
Everyone else is dumbfounded, mechanical beasts will take the initiative to attack humans, or even their 
companions? This is simply unimaginable. 
 
"Little girl, don't attack anyone without my permission, especially my friends and companions." Wang 
Xuan's tone became severe, staring at the little girl in front of him. 
 
Hearing Wang Xuan's scolding, Xiaojiao immediately became like a child who made a mistake, shrunk his 
body into a ball and lowered his head, as if he knew he was wrong. 
 



Wang Xuan looked at it, and now the little girl has the breath of life. In some respects, it has truly 
transformed into some kind of living body, with self-awareness and thinking, and it is no longer as 
simple as before. It was a mechanical beast, so it would get angry at Zhang Haofei's words and take an 
attacking stance. 
 
"Okay, remember not to do it again in the future." Wang Xuan waved his hand, and with a thought, put 
the little girl away. 
 
Xiaoguo sensed it, and immediately shrank his body, and soon re-turned into a mechanical beast's heart, 
which appeared in his hand. 
 
She took the little girl back to the Xumi mustard space, decided to let it stay in it for a while, and then 
opened the parchment in her hand. Now the giant mechanical arm has also been destroyed, and the 
crystal fragments have also been obtained. This task should be completed. It is. 
 
Looking at the task, the content on it has indeed changed: "The task is completed, and the bronze 
treasure chest will be rewarded." 
 
Looking at the map below, there is a red line on the map of this huge mechanical beast abandoned 
factory. At the end of the red line, there is a picture of a treasure chest. 
 
Looking at the red line, I immediately found that at the end of the red line, there was an office 
surrounded by several huge pieces of glass. 
 
Wang Xuan put away the parchment, went in again, and was busy looking around, but there was no 
bronze treasure chest. 
 
Zhao Lei said: "Don't look for it, we have just searched it all over, except for the value of this blueprint, 
it's all mechanical parts." 
 
Wang Xuan did not speak, and took out the parchment again, only to find that the map of the 
abandoned mechanical beast factory had become the map of the office in front of him, with a line of 
detailed notes on the side. 
 
"So it is." Wang Xuan immediately counted the bricks on the ground, and soon found that there was a 
brick that could be moved, opened it, and placed a bronze-colored box underneath. 
 
The quest reward this time, the bronze treasure chest was finally found. 
 
Wang Xuan brought it up, opened the bronze treasure chest, and found a black armor, 20 medium-sized 
crystal scales, a rolled up parchment, and a mechanical beast crystal inside. 
 
Wang Xuan picked up the black armor, which was a third-order ghost armor of excellent quality. He 
didn't need it, so he gave it to Yu Shanshan. 
 
Put away the 20 medium-sized crystal scales, he now has 208 medium-sized crystal scales, pick up the 
mechanical beast crystal, it is the primary-level mechanical beast weapon crystal, thunder and lightning 
claws, and gave it to Gu Manyao. 



 
The last piece of rolled parchment was unfolded, and as Wang Xuan had guessed, it was indeed the 
successor to the mission of the origin of this mechanical beast. 
 
Tomato Free Read Novels 
 
"Task Name: Mystery of the Origin of Mechanical Beasts (2): Difficulty: Unknown" 
 
"Enter the ancient ruins to find the mystery of the origin of mechanical beasts" 
 
Other than that, it is empty and empty. 
 
"Ancient ruins, what is this place? No hint at all?" 
 
Wang Xuan shook his head and could only put it away. If he finds this ancient ruin in the future, he will 
talk about it. 
 
"Okay, let's go." 
 
The task of the mystery of the origin of the mechanical beast (1) has been completed, and everyone did 
not stop here, and began to start and return. 
 
There was no further danger along the way. Following the original road, he filed out from the **** and 
returned to Scorpion City. 
 
Zhang Haofei looked at Wang Xuan and said, "Boss, what should we do next? Are there any other 
tasks?" 
 
"There is no mission in this scorpion city. Next, let's hunt down sand scorpions here. Tiejun, you need to 
strive to break through to the state as soon as possible. Manyao, you should sharpen yourselves as 
much as possible, but also need more. Save up and work hard to break through.” 
 
Zhao Lei smiled and said, "You haven't even broken through to the state, let alone us. By the way, do 
you really want to break through the state?" 
 
With Wang Xuan's talent, they had not been able to break through to the perfect state for a few days 
here, and they began to wonder if breaking through the perfect state was several times more difficult 
than breaking through the adult body. 
 
Wang Xuandao: "Not all of them. If you want to break through the state, you must first save more, that 
is, to sharpen yourself as much as possible, hunt monsters, and absorb enough energy. I am also saving 
these days." 
 
After listening to Wang Xuan's explanation, everyone sighed and didn't ask any further questions. 
 
For the next two days, they stayed in Scorpion City, and Wang Xuan rarely took action. Now there are 
four elites, Gu Manyao, Zhang Haofei, Zhao Lei, and Bai Yan. As long as the number of sand scorpions is 
not too many, they The four of them can basically solve it together. 



 
In the past two days, I can occasionally see other powerhouses, but most of them have seen ten of them 
from a distance and avoided them. 
 
On the way, they also met a team consisting of Gongsun Xiaoyan, Jiang He, Xiang Jingnan and You Ao. 
When the two met, Gongsun Xiaoyan was very excited. Seeing what she meant, she obviously wanted to 
join in, but in the end it was Wang Xuan said nothing, she was very disappointed. 
 
Watching the four of Gongsun Xiaoyan leave, Gu Manyao poked Wang Xuan's back lightly, and then 
whispered: "See, this Gongsun Xiaoyan winked at you, it seems to be very interesting to you." 
 
Wang Xuan said: "What nonsense, she is like this, everyone is similar." 
 
Gu Manyao pouted and said, "I don't think so, she is very interested in you, anyway, she is not ugly, why 
don't you develop it?" 
 
Wang Xuan smiled and said, "I have developed with her, so what will you do?" 
 
Gu Manyao was stunned for a moment, and suddenly felt a heat on her face, her cheeks were full of red, 
and she grabbed Wang Xuan's right arm, as if she wanted to pinch him, but she did it again. 
 
Wang Xuan took advantage of the situation and held her hand in the palm of his hand. 
 
Gu Manyao's whole body trembled slightly, her whole body tensed, and slowly softened again, letting 
Wang Xuan hold her hand without resisting. 
 
Wang Xuan glanced at her, and began to think that when he went to the "Life and Death" challenge in 
two days, the Book of Giants might be temporarily placed on her body and let her keep it for him. 
 
Of all the people, he currently trusts Gu Manyao the most, and then Zhao Lei. 
 
On the third day after they entered Scorpion City, Tie Jun, Li Haotian, Yu Shanshan, Yao Tiande, and 
Duan Chen finally felt that the white light in their right hand no longer overflowed with energy, which 
meant that they only needed to absorb energy. With enough energy, one can break through and 
become a powerhouse. 
 
Among the five of them, Yao Tiande was the first to break through. 
 
He had been stuck in adulthood for more than a month, and was almost completely desperate. He could 
not have imagined that he had finally broken through. When he broke through, he was shaking all over 
and was so excited that he wanted to cry. 
 
His electric beast has grown to the perfect state, the metal rod has changed a lot, and the surface has 
grown a series of metal threads, which looks very strange. 
 
When he launched the attack~www.mtlnovel.com~ these metal wires opened, and lightning bolts 
stretched out along these metal wires, attacking in a wide range, and the power was terrifying. 
 



The second breakthrough to the state is the iron army. 
 
The King Kong who has evolved to the perfect state has undergone new changes. Not only does the King 
Kong Shield become thicker and heavier, but when he grasps the King Kong Shield, his right hand and 
right arm also turn into the color of King Kong, and the surface is as hard as the King Kong Shield. iron. 
 
This is the new ability he has grown to master, King Kong's right arm. 
 
This ability made him feel like he was reborn, and his defense and attack power were greatly improved. 
 
Wang Xuan originally thought that Tie Jun's ability was mainly defensive, but now he saw that Tie Jun's 
King Kong should be a type with both offense and defense. In comparison, Yu Shanshan's ability was 
more defensive. 
 
The third breakthrough is Li Haotian. 
 
The Orion, who has evolved to the ultimate state, has acquired a new ability that is instant. 
 
The fourth breakthrough was Duan Chen, and Yu Shanshan was the last to break through. 
 
Her ability is mainly defensive, her damage and attack power are not strong, and the number of sand 
scorpions hunted is the least, and Wang Xuan is not surprised by the final breakthrough. 
 
The light mirror that has evolved to the perfect state has not only been greatly enhanced in defense, but 
also her attack power has been improved to a certain extent. The lightsaber in her hand has grown from 
the original two feet to three feet, and the defense capabilities of the light curtain and the light shield 
have been obtained. Strengthened, and the time that the mirror can be maintained has also been 
extended. 
 
Seeing that all the nine people have successfully turned into strong powerhouses, in Worm Town, this is 
definitely a powerful force. 
 
Now that they all have the ability to protect themselves, Wang Xuan can be relieved. Next, it is time to 
break through his own "life and death" 
 
Chapter 182 
 Insect Tide 
 
"Everyone is a powerhouse now. In the coming days, the nine of you will join forces. Basically, there will 
be no danger in Scorpion City, unless you encounter a six-star dangerous monster like the Sand Scorpion 
Lord." 
 
Wang Xuan saw that the last Yu Shanshan had also been promoted to the ultimate state, and let out a 
long sigh of relief. He had been in Scorpion City for three days. During these three days, he was 
constantly thinking about the "life and death barrier" that he needed to go through to break through. 
Now it's time to try the challenge. 
 
Everyone nodded after listening to Wang Xuan's words. 



 
"Let's go back to Insect Town for a day's rest." 
 
Under Wang Xuan's proposal, everyone had no objection. After staying in this scorpion city for several 
days, everyone was a little tired. 
 
Returning to Insect Town, everything was as usual. Wang Xuan brought everyone back to the three-story 
building where he lived. Before the door was opened, he saw six people walking over not far away. 
 
Wang Xuan looked over, it was Cheng Aiguo and Meng Lian. 
 
"Wang Xuan." Cheng Aiguo seemed to be in a good mood, and rushed over at a quicker pace. 
 
Wang Xuan opened the door and invited them in. 
 
Cheng Aiguo said: "I remember that day you said that when we are all adults, let us come to you, we all 
reached adulthood yesterday, but if you are not here, we dare not go to Scorpion City to find you 
casually, so we have been there. Waiting for you here." 
 
Lu Weichao, who was following him, said: "By the way, He Mingli and Shi Lei also came up." 
 
Wang Xuan snorted and said, "They have also come up, where are the people now?" 
 
Cheng Aiguo smiled and said: "They came up yesterday and happened to meet us. We all gathered 
crystal scales and let them all join the Xuan Gang, or you have a lot of face. It turned out that those who 
said they wanted to draw lots randomly decide which gang to join. , and later mentioned you, they 
didn't dare to say anything more." 
 
Wang Xuan snorted, he remembered He Mingli and Shi Lei, who had met on the first floor before. At 
that time, he formed a simple alliance with Cheng Aiguo, He Mingli, and Shi Lei. Quickly left the first 
floor and entered the insect town. 
 
Cheng Aiguo continued: "We told them what you told us the other day, let them go to the Snake 
Territory first, and they will all grow to adulthood, and then go to Centipede Island. They should all be in 
the Snake Territory now. If you want to see them, So I'm going to get them back now?" 
 
Wang Xuan waved his hand and said, "That's not necessary, you all sit down." 
 
After that, he took out a palm-sized piece of hatching corpse and divided it into five parts. Except for 
Meng Lian, each of them was given one. 
 
I explained to them that the breakthrough of the adult body requires awakening the hatching beast, and 
then the role of hatching the corpse. As for Meng Lian's elf, it is very special. At the beginning, it is in the 
awake state, and there is no need to hatch the corpse. It can be said that her elf If you want to break 
through the adult body and be promoted to the perfect state, you only lack energy. 
 
"Don't spread the word about this matter, it can only be known by us. I don't want too many people to 
know about this hatching corpse." Wang Xuan looked at the people in front of him and warned. 



 
After Cheng Aiguo understood, they nodded their heads in a hurry. After that, except for Meng Lian, the 
other five took the hatching corpse and quickly fell asleep one after another. 
 
Wang Xuan knew that they would need to sleep for a night to wake up, so he released Xiaojiao and let it 
guard here and protect the safety of the five people. 
 
Meng Lian was worried about them and stayed with them. 
 
He found out about Qiu Yuanfeng and found out that after the leader Xu Jian went up, he never came 
down, and there was no news from the Rakshasa side. Neither a new Rakshasa leader was appointed, 
nor did the "Rakshasa City" send a new messenger down. . 
 
It's been eerily quiet these days. 
 
"But this is a good thing. I think the above is still negotiating, or negotiating something. After all, this 
matter is not small, and it is normal to have several talks." Qiu Yuanfeng comforted. 
 
Wang Xuan is not worried about himself, he is worried about Gu Manyao, Zhao Lei and others. After all, 
if Rakshasa City wants to carry out **** revenge, they may not even let them go. 
 
Now that there is no news, it is the best news for him. 
 
Back at his residence, Wang Xuan was a little restless. Thinking of tomorrow morning, he decided to go 
to the insect country to find powerful monsters and challenge the "life and death barrier" to break 
through the perfect state. He was not 100% sure whether he would succeed. 
 
In the middle of the night, he was suddenly awakened by the sound, which sounded like countless 
insects and beasts roaring together, coming from a distance. 
 
In Insect Town, many people were awakened in their sleep, got up one after another, and went out to 
check. 
 
Wang Xuan also got out of bed and went to the window, and soon heard the sound, from the north. 
 
"What's going on? Isn't the north the insect country I'm going to go to tomorrow? What kind of sound is 
this?" 
 
Wang Xuan was slightly surprised. This voice came from the far end of the north, overwhelming the sky. 
Hearing it in his ears, it seemed to be indescribably strange and terrifying. It was stronger than Wang 
Xuan. 
 
Fortunately, the sound only lasted for about five minutes, and then slowly disappeared, and the entire 
insect town has become full of people, almost everyone has been woken up, many people are talking 
about it, do not know what happened. . 
 
Soon, a figure appeared in the five-story building like a small castle where the leaders of the "Justice 
League", "Phoenix" and "Dynasty" lived. They rushed to the square and ran towards the glass column in 



the center. , Two men and one woman, the woman among them was wearing a full set of ghost 
equipment and a mask, and she was the leader of the phoenix. 
 
The other two men, one wearing a full set of silver scales, were about thirty-seven or eighteen years old, 
with a pale complexion and a somewhat simple and honest face. 
 
A few days ago, he had been there because of Wang Xuan, and now he is obviously back in Bug Town. 
 
Another man was wearing a full ghost suit, about twenty-five or six years old, with a relatively stocky 
build, and a metal plaque around his neck, representing that he was from the "Justice League". 
 
In the "Justice League", there is only one person who can have a full set of ghost suits, and that is the 
leader of the "Justice League". 
 
At this moment, the three leaders appeared together, and soon they arrived in front of the glass 
column, opened the eighth elevator, and walked in together. 
 
Soon the elevator doors closed and they left overnight. 
 
Some people noticed the scene of the three leaders leaving, which made it even more clear that 
something was wrong. 
 
Standing in his room, Wang Xuan saw these three people from a distance through the window. Seeing 
their logos and a full set of Tier 3 high-quality equipment, he also vaguely guessed their identities. 
 
Except for Xu Jian, the unreturned leader of the Xuan gang, and the dead Rakshasa leader, the remaining 
three leaders all left the Insect Town and were suspected of going to the top. There was only one 
reason. 
 
At this moment, someone suddenly called his name. 
 
"Qiu Yuanfeng?" 
 
Wang Xuan pushed open the window, jumped up, and jumped from the third-floor window. 
 
Qiu Yuanfeng was calling his name outside when he suddenly saw Wang Xuan fall in front of him, and 
hurriedly stepped forward and said, "Wang Xuan, it just so happened that you all came back today, I 
came here to tell you that it's best not to leave tomorrow. Now, stay in Bug Town." 
 
Wang Xuan said: "Did something major happen in Insect Town? And it has something to do with the 
insect country in the north?" 
 
Qiu Yuanfeng nodded and said: "The leader told me before that before the worm tide, the northern 
worm country must be full of worms." 
 
Wang Xuan had already guessed it faintly. He was not surprised to hear Qiu Yuanfeng say this. He just 
nodded slightly and said, "Is there a worm tide? Will it appear tonight? I just saw that the three leaders 
of the Phoenix and the dynasty seemed to have left. They are going up. Rescue soldiers?" 



 
Qiu Yuanfeng said: "It should be, but I don't know if someone will be sent to support this time. The 
leader said that before the worm tide, the chorus of all insects can be regarded as an early warning. I 
have just sent someone with a sound transmission crystal, I went to Snake Domain, Centipede Island 
and Scorpion City respectively, trying to gather everyone back to Insect Town as much as possible, but I 
don't know when the insect tide will appear." 
 
"By the way, I have to inform others, so I will leave first." 
 
Qiu Yuanfeng seemed very anxious, and after speaking, he hurriedly left. 
 
Wang Xuan saw several figures reappearing on the square, rushing towards the east gate, south gate 
and west gate respectively. 
 
He understands that these people are going to Snake Domain, Centipede Island and Scorpion City to 
inform everyone that the worm tide will appear. 
 
"I didn't expect... Suddenly the worm tide came." Wang Xuan let out a sigh of relief. He had heard many 
people say about the worm tide, and even the last time, the top paid a huge price to help. The insect 
tide supported the past, more than 2,000 people, and only a few hundred people died in the end, which 
shows that the insect tide is terrible. 
 
But after listening, Wang Xuan still had no idea what this worm wave was like and how terrible it was. 
 
This was destined to be a sleepless night, and the news that the worm wave was coming soon spread 
throughout the entire worm town, and many people began to flock to the trading area. 
 
Some materials that were originally reluctant to buy can only be bought now even if all the savings are 
spent. 
 
Regarding the horror of the insect tide, everyone inquired about each other and basically understood. 
 
The most important thing now is to survive the insect tide, and all kinds of potentially life-saving things 
such as healing water have suddenly become popular. 
 
Gu Manyao, Zhao Lei, Zhang Haofei and others couldn't sleep either, and they all gathered towards 
Wang Xuan's small building. 
 
The five Cheng Aiguo were still in a drowsy state, with Xiao Gao guarding him like a faithful guard. Wang 
Xuan repeated what Qiu Yuanfeng had just told him. 
 
Hearing that this is the zhengchen that the insect tide is about to appear, everyone's face changed. 
 
Especially Yao Tiande. 
 
He had personally heard from the previous people about the insect tide, and he naturally understood 
the horror of the insect tide. 
 



"Is the worm tide here? Grandma's..." Zhang Haofei murmured, but there was a hint of excitement in his 
eyes: "We are all strong, afraid of an egg?" 
 
I thought that even if I were to die, those who were afraid of death would still be adults and sub-body. 
As a strong person, I was basically safe. After all, I heard from Yao Tiande that the last insect wave was 
so terrifying, more than 2,000 people died. Most of them, but there are still hundreds of people who 
survived, and it is estimated that there will be no more than 200 people in Insect Town. 
 
Zhao Lei was not as optimistic as Zhang Haofei, and said, "This worm wave must be terrifying, enough to 
threaten the powerhouse, otherwise it would be impossible for so many people to die." 
 
Wang Xuan looked at Yao Tiande and said, "Have your former friend named Huang Tao told you about 
the insect tide in detail?" 
 
Yao Tiande said: "It is said that once the worm tide breaks out, countless worms will emerge from the 
worm country, and they will soon surround the worm town. If they can't resist it, everyone will die." 
 
Li Haotian said: "Since the insect tide emerged from the insect country, what if we abandon the insect 
town and hide in places like Snake Domain or Centipede Island? Can we avoid the insect tide?" 
 
Yao Tiande shook his head and said, "Impossible. Once the insect tide occurs, it is said that there are 
insects everywhere, and it is useless to hide anywhere." 
 
Zhao Lei pondered: "I just remembered a question. Since we know that the worm tide is about to 
appear, can't we avoid it by taking the elevator down to the first floor?" 
 
Yao Tiande said: "I have had similar questions before. Since the insect wave knows the warning in 
advance, we can completely hide and avoid the insect wave, and then come back after the insect wave 
is over." 
 
"After listening to Huang Tao's explanation, I learned that these insects have a certain wisdom. Once 
they occupy the insect town, they can go to different floors through the elevator in the central square. 
In short, even if we hide on the first floor, they will pass the elevator and enter. The first floor will cause 
a bigger disaster. When we reach the first floor, our strength will be limited, and these bugs are said to 
not be limited. It can be said that if we want to escape to the first floor, it is no different from sending 
death." 
 
Everyone was slightly taken aback when they heard this. They never expected that the bug could take 
the elevator to other floors. 
 
"There is still such a thing. It seems that we can only stay in Bug Town and fight these bugs to the 
death." Zhao Lei narrowed his eyes slightly. 
 
Wang Xuandao: "It's useless to think too much now, what's important now is to ride the worm tide 
before it really arrives, keep your spirits up, and be prepared. I think the leaders of the worm town 
should have experience, and they may know how to do it. Handle." 
 
"Yeah, I'll have to go buy some exploding crystals just in case." 



 
"It's better to buy an explosive crystal than a defensive crystal." 
 
Everyone chatted for a while, then they left one after another, and went back to rest. 
 
Fortunately, there was no insect tide that night, and the people who stayed in Snake Domain, Centipede 
Island, and Scorpion City received a notification that the insect tide was coming, and rushed back to 
Insect Town like a tide. 
 
Early the next morning, just as Wang Xuan woke up, he received a notice from Qiu Yuanfeng that Xu 
Jian, the leader of the Xuan Gang, had returned and wanted to see him. 
 
Wang Xuan simply washed up, picked up the little girl, and followed Qiu Yuanfeng to the five-story 
building where Xu Jian lived. 
 
As for Cheng Aiguo and Lu Weichao, who ate the hatchling corpse last night, they all woke up their 
hatchling beasts and seemed very excited. They slept too much last night and didn't even know about 
the insect tide. When they talked about the insect tide, everyone was dumbfounded and felt nervous. 
 
Wang Xuan walked out of the small building, only to find that the square was full of people. He 
understood that after the sign of ten thousand insects chirping in the north late last night, almost 
everyone returned to Insect Town. According to the law of insect tides, the current Insect Town said 
there were more than 2,000 people. 
 
In addition, he also discovered for the first time that on the ten-meter-high fence in the distance, 
someone was standing on it, patrolling back and forth, especially the northern fence, where a lot of 
people gathered to watch. 
 
He followed Qiu Yuanfeng and soon arrived at the place where Xu Jian lived. 
 
In the place where Xu Jian lived, there were members wearing Xuanbang bracelets everywhere, and 
everyone had a solemn or nervous look on their faces. 
 
Including Mu Gang, Gongsun Xiaoyan, You Ao, Xiang Jingnan, Jiang He, Liu Weijie and Yan Shouzheng, 
who were familiar with him, were all there. 
 
Not only the powerhouses of the Xuan Gang are gathering, but the powerhouses of Phoenix, Dynasty, 
Justice League and Rakshasa are also gathering. 
 
The whole worm town was shrouded in a tense atmosphere. 
 
In the hall, Xu Jian was wearing a full set of silver scales, and his face was solemn. When he saw Wang 
Xuan and Qiu Yuanfeng coming in, he looked at Wang Xuan and greeted him. 
 
"Wang Xuan, you are here." 
 
Wang Xuan cupped his hands and said, "Leader." 
 



Xu Jian said: "I got news last night that in the depths of the northern insect country, all insects are 
singing together. This is a sign of the birth of the king insect. Once the king insect is born, it means that 
the insect tide will appear within 12 hours." 
 
"Twelve hours?" Wang Xuan was taken aback. 
 
Xu Jian nodded and said, "Yes, last night, the time when all the insects chirped together was about 
twelve o'clock in the middle of the night, which means that at twelve noon today, the insect tide should 
come." 
 
"So fast?" Wang Xuan was slightly surprised. 
 
"Yes, by the way, Rakshasa City has also sent a new Rakshasa leader, let's go, let's go out first." 
 
After Xu Jian finished speaking, he took Wang Xuan and Qiu Yuanfeng and walked outside. 
 
Qiu Yuanfeng glanced at Wang Xuan before whispering, "Boss, has the matter in Rakshasa City been 
settled?" 
 
He asked this for Wang Xuan. 
 
Xu Jian said: "Xuancheng sent people to talk twice, but Rakshasa City's attitude is a bit ambiguous, but 
this matter can be discussed later. At present, everyone needs to unite as one~www.mtlnovel.com~ to 
deal with the insect tide together." 
 
He paused for a moment when he said this, and continued: "I believe you have heard about it. The last 
insect tide, the insect town was almost wiped out, and then the above paid a lot of money to save the 
insect town. After that insect tide , there are regulations above, this time the insect wave, they will not 
intervene, and will let the insect town fend for itself, which means that if the insect can't keep it, more 
than 2,000 people here will die." 
 
Qiu Yuanfeng took a deep breath and smiled bitterly: "Then the new Rakshasa leader is unlucky. He 
knew the danger of the insect tide, yet he came down to be the leader?" 
 
Xu Jian glanced at him and said, "What do you know? It's really impossible to do anything. All five of our 
leaders can leave at any time. It's the residents of Bug Town who are really miserable." 
 
This sentence made Qiu Yuanfeng stunned, unable to speak for a while. 
 
Xu Jian smiled slightly and said, "But don't worry, we won't leave unless it's absolutely necessary. We 
hope to join you all to defend the town of insects and tide over this difficulty together." 
 
Yawen Bar 
 
While talking, he walked out. Outside, there were hundreds of members of the Xuan Gang, all of whom 
were the real core members. 
 



"Mu Gang, Gongsun Xiaoyan, you are responsible, let all the members of the Xuan Gang gather in the 
square." 
 
"Yes." Mou Gang and Gongsun Xiaoyan nodded their understanding, while Xu Jian led Wang Xuan and 
Qiu Yuanfeng to the other side. 
 
Wang Xuan noticed that more and more people appeared in the square. According to the different signs 
they were wearing, these people were gathering and slowly forming five teams. Each team had four or 
five hundred people, representing the town of insects. five powers. 
 
Chapter 183 
Soon they arrived at another small castle with a height of five floors. Wang Xuan looked at a Phoenix flag 
on it and understood that this was the place where the Phoenix leader lived. 
 
Although this is the place where the phoenix leader lives, a large number of phoenix members are 
gathering towards the square at this moment, and the place has become deserted. 
 
Wang Xuan saw a woman wearing a ghost suit and a mask standing there, and immediately understood 
that she should be the leader of the Phoenix. 
 
Behind her, there were two men, one wearing two ghost equipment and one wearing two silver scale 
equipment, obviously they were not simple characters. 
 
"That is Wan Qianying, the current leader of Phoenix." Xu Jian introduced to Wang Xuan in a low voice. 
 
In his mind, now Wang Xuan is not his subordinate, but someone who can be on an equal footing with 
him. 
 
Apart from the three of them, Wang Xuan noticed that there were also two people on the other side 
who were rapidly approaching. 
 
Both of them had yellow ribbons on their heads. The one in front was wearing a silver scale suit, who 
was the leader of the dynasty, and the one in the back was Chu Boyu, whom Wang Xuan knew and had 
fought against in Scorpion City. 
 
Chu Boyu also saw Wang Xuan from a distance, obviously startled, slowed down, and after a little 
hesitation, he still followed the leader of the dynasty in front of him. 
 
Later, the leader of the "Justice League" wearing a ghost suit also appeared, and he appeared alone. 
 
Several major leaders appeared one after another, and they came to the Phoenix leader Wan Qianying 
to meet here. 
 
"Boss Wan!" Xu Jian greeted him from a distance, and Wan Qianying nodded slightly towards him. 
 
Several major leaders appeared one after another, and most of these people focused on Wang Xuan. 
 



A few days ago, they all saw the scene of Wang Xuan killing the three messengers of "Rakshasa City" in 
the dark. 
 
"It's still missing the new leader of Rakshasa." Wan Qianying looked in the direction of Rakshasa's 
residence. 
 
The leader of the dynasty smiled and said, "He came because of the insect tide, and he is not familiar 
with all aspects. It is normal, but Chen Daolin should teach him." 
 
Wang Xuan saw that the leader of the dynasty was very relaxed. Xu Jian's words just now made him 
understand that these leaders can actually leave. They are all powerful people who have surpassed the 
state of being. , they can completely escape from the insect town and enter the upper world. 
 
And those of them who have not broken through the state cannot enter the upper world. Even if they 
escape to the lower world, they will only lead the bugs to the lower world, causing even greater 
disasters. 
 
While the leaders were talking, two figures appeared in the distance. The one in front was wearing a full 
Biying suit, and the second person in the "Rakshasa" was Chen Daolin. 
 
Chen Daolin saw Wang Xuanzai from a distance, his scalp was numb, and he appeared timid. For Wang 
Xuan, he was scared. 
 
It's just that the new Rakshasa leader followed. Now it's a matter of the insect tide and the safety of the 
entire insect town. If the insect tide fails and everyone will die, he has to bite the bullet and keep up. 
 
"Hello, everyone." The new Rakshasa leader is a young man who looks only twenty-three or four years 
old. He is neither handsome nor ugly, his skin is fair, and he is a little shy when he speaks. 
 
The other four leaders nodded towards him as a greeting. Phoenix leader Wan Qianying said, "We're all 
here, let's start, it's the old rules." 
 
As she spoke, she took out five sheets of paper that had been folded a long time ago, placed them in her 
hands, and said, "You take it first, and the rest is mine." 
 
"Okay." The leader of the dynasty took a step forward. He didn't pick one, he just took one. After that, 
Xu Jian, the leader of the Justice League, took it. 
 
Wan Qianying looked at the Rakshasa leader. 
 
The newly appointed Rakshasa leader said modestly: "You take it first, and the rest is mine." 
 
Wan Qianying's eyes flickered slightly, and she was not polite, so she threw one to him and kept one for 
herself. 
 
Wang Xuan watched silently on the side, thinking that the five leaders of them used to draw lots to do 
things. No wonder the people below followed suit. 
 



Xu Jian opened the folded piece of paper and said, "I am the north side." The paper flashed out, and the 
word "North" was written on it. 
 
"I'm also Bei, Lao Xu. It seems that we have to cooperate well this time." The leader of the dynasty 
smiled and showed a piece of paper, which also had the word Bei written on it. 
 
"The Justice League guards the west gate." The leader of the Justice League showed the piece of paper 
in his hand, with the western characters written on it. 
 
Wan Qianying showed her piece of paper with the word "South" written on it, while the leader of the 
Rakshasa was "East". 
 
When Wang Xuan saw their distribution, he understood that as soon as the insect swarms came out, the 
pressure on the north would be the greatest, so the two major forces needed to join forces to guard it. 
 
"Then act according to the previous regulations. By the way, Chen Daolin, remember to bring your 
leader to the north in the third round. You have experience with the last insect wave, so you should 
know how to do it, right?" Wan Qianying looked at Chen Daolin and the Rakshasa leader. 
 
She saw that this Rakshasa leader was shy and young, so she was afraid that it would not be useful. Now 
she probably didn't understand anything, so she could only rely on Chen Daolin. 
 
Chen Daolin nodded and said, "I understand." 
 
"Okay, then let's all act according to the agreement. This time, we can be sure that the above will not 
help us any more. If we fail, there will be no Insect Town." 
 
Xu Jian replied, "Not only Bug Town, but also the ten novice villages below Bug Town are gone." 
 
He said this with a long sigh. 
 
Wang Xuan understands that once Bug Town falls, these bugs know how to take the elevator to the 
world below, which means that those in the Xinren Village will also be killed by bugs. 
 
"Let's go." Xu Jian squeezed the note in his hand into a ball and threw it out. With a flick of his body, he 
ran towards the square. 
 
Wang Xuan and Qiu Yuanfeng followed closely behind. 
 
Now almost the entire Insect Town is concentrated in the square. Wang Xuan looked at these people. 
The number should be more than 2,000 people. It feels like there are three or four thousand people. 
 
"Leader, how many people are there in Wormtown at the moment? These people don't feel like there 
are more than 2,000 people, right?" 
 
Wang Xuan asked, Xu Jian said, "It's hard to say the total number, but there are 641 people registered in 
the Xuan Gang. I think the other four should be similar, at least there should be more than 600 people." 
 



Wang Xuan calculated in his heart and said, "That's more than 3,000 people, and there are newcomers 
who haven't registered yet." 
 
"Yes, this time the number of people is much larger than the last time." 
 
Qiu Yuanfeng was refreshed and said, "There are so many people, we have a better chance of defending 
Bug Town." 
 
Xu Jian said: "On the contrary, the more people there are, the larger the scale of the insect tide may be. 
Forget it now, it is meaningless to say this. In short, no matter what the price is, we must defend it. 
Insect town must not be lost. " 
 
Soon, they came to the place where all the members of the "Xuan Gang" gathered, and basically all of 
the 641 registered people arrived. 
 
Gathered in the front row are the elites from the "Xuan Gang". 
 
Including Mou Gang, Gongsun Xiaoyan, You Ao, Xiang Jingnan, Jiang He and Liu Weijie, as well as Gu 
Manyao, Zhang Haofei, Zhao Lei, Bai Yan and Yao Tiande. 
 
All nine of them have now been promoted to the powerhouse, which has caused shock to everyone in 
the Xuan Gang. These people are not stupid. They have already vaguely guessed that they should have 
obtained some kind of treasure that helps to break through the state, otherwise it would be impossible 
to There is such a situation. 
 
Wang Xuan was standing beside Xu Jian. Xu Jian was speaking to the more than 600 people in front of 
him, boosting morale and telling the importance of Bug Town. It can be said that there is no way out in 
this battle. Get up, you will definitely be able to fight off the insect tide. 
 
Wang Xuan looked at these people and saw some familiar people among them, such as Fang Yixuan and 
others who had been in contact with Snake Territory, and Yuan Xiao and others who were guarding the 
city gate and registered for him when he joined the Xuan Gang. 
 
These people naturally remember Wang Xuan. Looking back a few days ago, they hadn't paid attention 
to Wang Xuan. Wang Xuan was just a newcomer. In just a few days, he was already high above the 
ground and could stand side by side with the leader Xu Jian. His status within the Xuan Gang was 
actually no less than Xu Jian's. 
 
Many people even feared him even more feared Xu Jian. 
 
"Okay, our mission this time is to work with the dynasty to defend the north wall. No matter what, don't 
let these bugs set foot in Bug Town." 
 
As Xu Jian raised his voice, everyone responded in unison, and the momentum was very large. 
 
Soon, more than 600 people began to rush towards the north. 
 



On the square, the people belonging to the Rakshasa rushed to the east, the people of Fenghuang 
headed to the south, the Justice League guarded the west, and the people of the Xuan Gang and the 
dynasty together, more than a thousand people, went to the north. 
 
In addition to the five major forces, there are also some newcomers who do not belong to any force. 
Among these people, there are both sub-body and adult-body. Under the arrangement of the five 
leaders, they are mainly concentrated around the glass column in the square to guard the elevator. 
 
In case a fish that slips through the net rushes in, their purpose is to kill these insects, and they must 
never let the insects take the elevator into the newcomer area on the first floor below. 
 
Soon thousands of people rushed to the ten-meter-high wall. The gates were closed, and the insects 
couldn't destroy them. The only way for them was to climb over the wall. 
 
The Xuan Gang and the Dynasty have the city gate as the central boundary, the Xuan Gang is responsible 
for the left side, and the Dynasty is responsible for the right side. 
 
Afterwards, Xu Jian took out a booklet, which was full of names. 
 
According to the name he reported, more than 600 people were soon divided into three teams. 
 
Wang Xuan thought to himself that it seemed that Xu Jian had already allocated people according to the 
roster last night. 
 
Qiu Yuanfeng introduced in a low voice: "These people are not randomly assigned, but are assigned 
according to the characteristics and strength of the hatching beasts. It is necessary to ensure that each 
team has attack, defense, auxiliary healing, etc., to ensure that every Teams can play to the best of their 
ability.” 
 
Wang Xuan nodded secretly, this Xu Nut is of course experienced, no wonder the newcomer will ask the 
name and ability of the hatching beast in detail when registering, it was originally prepared for the 
insect tide. 
 
"The insect wave lasted for a long time. The first team came first, the second team took over when they 
were tired, and then the third team was replaced. In this way, the three teams took turns to replace. No 
matter what, we must defend here." https:// 
 
After Xu Jian finished speaking, more than 200 people from the first team climbed the wall one after 
another, while the second and third teams sat on the ground to rest. 
 
Wang Xuan followed Xu Jian and Qiu Yuanfeng to the top of the wall. 
 
The wall was about two meters wide, and everyone stood on it, barely able to move around. Wang Xuan 
stood on it, climbed high and looked into the distance, and he could see a world of barren mountains 
and ridges in the distance. 
 
This so-called worm country seems to be a desolate world. In the extreme distance, a tower can be 
vaguely seen, which should be the "Hell Tower" marked on the map. 



 
Wang Xuan thought that he had a few parchment quests that were all related to the insect tide. This 
time, he could do all of them together. 
 
"According to the time, in about an hour or two, the insect wave should appear." 
 
Xu Jian looked at it from a distance and walked to the center of the north wall. The leader of the dynasty 
on the other side came over with Chu Boyu and another tall man. 
 
The two leaders gathered at the wall above the city gate in the center. 
 
"Everyone, sit down and rest, there should be a while." 
 
Xu Jian raised his voice and spread far away. 
 
Hundreds of people climbed the wall and sat on the spot. 
 
Wang Xuan looked at the other three directions, and they all gathered people. The arrangement was 
basically the same as Xu Jian. The people were divided into three teams, and they took turns to stand 
firm. 
 
After everyone rested for about half an hour, at the end of the north, a terrifying whistling suddenly 
came. 
 
With this whistling, Xu Jian and the dynasty leader, who were resting on the spot, jumped up 
immediately as if their butts were on fire. 
 
"The king worm has started to cry, the worm tide is about to start, everyone beware!" Xu Jian shouted 
loudly. 
 
Around the wall, everyone who was resting stood up one after another, and everyone's faces were more 
or less nervous. 
 
For the vast majority of people, this is the first time they experience a bug wave. 
 
The strange whistling in the distance continued, and the sound gradually became louder. When Wang 
Xuan saw the barren mountains and ridges in the distance, khaki shadows suddenly began to appear. 
 
These khaki shadows appeared like a tidal wave. Wang Xuan's sharp eyes immediately saw that these 
were giant khaki beetles. The head and tail were more than one meter long. The number was really 
amazing. The khaki tide flooded over and soon covered the barren mountains. 
 
"Everyone, pay attention! These are armor bugs, three-star danger, and their strength is equivalent to a 
sub-body—" 
 
Xu Jian took out a sound transmission crystal and spread his words far away. 
 



The people on the fence suddenly saw so many armor and insects rushing forward, and they were 
inevitably scared. They heard that it was only three-star danger, and their strength was equivalent to a 
sub-body, so they calmed down. 
 
Thousands of armor bugs quickly rushed under the wall. Standing on the wall, there were more than 200 
people from the Xuan Gang and more than 200 people from dynasties. Many of them had hatched 
beasts that could carry out long-range attacks. , the farthest one can even reach 100 meters, and when 
the armor bug enters 100 meters, it immediately starts to launch attacks. 
 
Wang Xuan saw light arrows and white light bullets, flying in the distance and falling into these surging 
armor bugs. 
 
Although these armored insects have hard shell protection, their strength is only equivalent to sub-
body. Many of these people who shoot are adults, and even have the perfect state. They can't resist at 
all, and they are immediately pierced by light arrows. 
 
More white light bombs fell into the explosion, and the power was not small. Every time Wang Xuan saw 
the explosion, several armor bugs were blown to pieces and died immediately. 
 
The white scales flew out one by one, and fell into the hands of those who shot them like lightning. 
 
Of course, these sporadic attacks could not stop the armor bugs at all, and soon they approached within 
fifty meters, and they were attacked more and more. 
 
Wang Xuan looked at the east, south, and west fences. Those people were all standing on it, and they 
didn't attack. He knew that these three sides had not been attacked by insects. 
 
Half a minute later, some armored insects finally rushed under the wall. It was difficult for them to climb 
the ten-meter-high wall, but it was better than the number. The number is increasing and the height is 
also increasing. 
 
Gu Manyao and Zhao Lei have been following Wang Xuan's side all the time. Seeing this, Zhao Lei 
couldn't help but shout, "Is this okay?" 
 
He really didn't expect that these armored bugs would have such a way to rise above the wall. 
 
As the armor bugs approached, the people on the fence, some proficient in melee combat, showed their 
hatching, and began to attack, launching frantic attacks. 
 
However, most of the powerhouses basically didn't make a move. 
 
Armor bugs are only better in numbers, and their strength is very fragile. At present, they do not need 
to take action. The most important thing now is to maintain physical strength. 
 
Wang Xuan saw that Cheng Aiguo and Meng Lian were also assigned to the first team, not far from him. 
Cheng Aiguo kept shooting down shock waves, and these armored bugs shattered and exploded in an 
instant. 
 



Meng Lian summoned the elf and evolved into a full-bodied elf, which not only has powerful healing 
ability, but can also attack. 
 
There are more and more armored insects, all over the mountains and plains, Wang Xuan can no longer 
estimate the number, countless number of armored insects piled up together, surrounded by a high 
wall, forming a huge slope, the height soon reached ten meters, making the back turbulent The armour 
bugs that came can follow this **** up to the top of the wall and launch a frantic attack on everyone. 
 
Fortunately, these armored bugs are very weak, and most of the people guarding the fence are full-
bodied strong men. They have exerted all their abilities, and their power is amazing. The continuous 
explosions and roars are endless, and it is not difficult to deal with this armored bug. 
 
Wang Xuan watched someone slash out with a sword, and the sword qi flew out in a vertical and 
horizontal direction~www.mtlnovel.com~ Immediately beheaded the armor and insects that rushed up, 
and saw a line of light from someone's hands. These rays of light entangle the armor bugs one by one, 
cutting them into pieces with ease. 
 
There were even stronger men with ferocious personalities. They jumped out, and a gust of wind rolled 
up all over their body, which involved these armored insects. The powerful strangulation force twisted 
these entangled armored insects into pieces. 
 
Wang Xuan originally wanted to make a move, but when he saw this, he understood that although the 
number of these armored insects looked terrifying, they were not to be afraid of, and everyone could 
completely defend them. 
 
Ten minutes later, there were also killing shouts from the east and west, and the insect wave finally 
extended to the east and west, and started to attack. 
 
Five minutes later, the south was also attacked. 
 
On the northern horizon, the strange whistling of the king insect kept sounding, and it sounded like 
nothing had changed, but Wang Xuan faintly felt that the whistling sound was getting closer. 
 
"The king bug is approaching here, only the king bug really appears, that is the most critical time for the 
insect tide. These armor bugs that appear now are not to be feared, and they are not even an appetizer. 
The only trouble is that there are too many and time-consuming. ." 
 
Xu Jian understood that Wang Xuan was participating for the first time and kept explaining to him. 
 
"Wang insect should be the leader of these insects, right? Is this what caused this insect wave?" Wang 
Xuan looked at Xu Jian. 
 
"Yes, the king worm has been sleeping in the depths of the worm country, but it will be awakened 
regularly. Once it wakes up, it means that the worm tide is about to appear. Last night, the king worm 
was restless, and it was actually calling all the worms." 
 
Chapter 184  
King Bug 



 
Qiu Yuanfeng said, "Then if we can kill this king worm, can we remove the worm tide?" 
 
Xu Jian tilted his head and glanced at him before saying, "Kill the king bug? It's impossible, the king bug 
can't be killed. Otherwise, why would there be a bug wave every once in a while." 
 
Qiu Yuanfeng was startled and said, "Can't the king bug be killed?" 
 
Xu Jian said: "Yes." 
 
When he said this, he suddenly raised his voice and said, "The second team is ready to take over from 
the first team." 
 
The second group of people resting under the wall immediately stood up with a bang and started to 
climb up. 
 
When they climbed to the high wall, they immediately attacked to defend against the endless stream of 
armor bugs, and the first team began to back off and jumped into the town to rest. 
 
Wang Xuan noticed that sporadic giant armor worms began to appear among the armor worms that 
appeared all over the mountains and fields. 
 
Ordinary armor worms are more than one meter long. This giant armor worm can reach two meters in 
length and has stronger strength and defense. Wang Xuan noticed that the danger of this giant armor 
worm is three and a half, which means that Their strength is between the sub-body and the adult. 
 
At first, there were only sporadic giant armor bugs, and soon, the number of such giant armor bugs 
increased. 
 
A large number of armored insects died, and their bodies piled up like a mountain, filling a **** outside 
the wall. The height advantage of the ten-meter wall has disappeared. 
 
Beside him, Xu Jian and Qiu Yuanfeng were still chatting about Wang Chong. 
 
Qiu Yuanfeng was very curious as to why this king worm could not be killed. 
 
"It's not an existence that can be killed by our ability. You'll understand when you see it." Xu Jian said 
here, showing a hint of Yuji's heart, and smiled bitterly: "I was fortunate to have the last bug wave. seen 
once." 
 
Around the town of insects, more and more insects appeared. Three or four thousand people were 
guarding the high wall, but they did not let a single armored insect rush into the town. Watching the 
battle, didn't make a move. 
 
Half an hour later, it was the third team's turn standing on the wall, and the number of killed armor bugs 
and stronger giant armor bugs was already incalculable. 
 



The whistling of the distant king worms had stopped unconsciously, and Wang Xuan noticed that the 
number of armor worms that were all over the mountains was decreasing. 
 
It was followed by a screeching sound, which was the screeching of countless insects vibrating their 
mouthparts. 
 
With this scream, he saw a large number of fiery red giant ants appearing in the distance, with a body 
length of one meter. Among these giant ants, there were also a large number of black spiders. It is the 
size of a round table and has four white spots on its back. From a distance, it looks very ferocious and 
strange. 
 
They were obviously faster than the armor bugs, and soon surpassed them, crawling on the corpses of 
these armor bugs, and rushing towards the crowd. 
 
Wang Xuan opened the eyes of the illustrated book, and immediately caught the fiery red giant ant 
called "Fire Red Bullet Ant", with a four-star danger degree, and the black spider called "Four-star 
Spider", with the same four-star danger degree. 
 
"This is the second wave of insect waves. The strength of these red bullet ants and four-star spiders is 
comparable to that of ordinary adults." Xu Jian showed a solemn look on his face and said: "There are 
three waves of insect waves, and each wave is more terrifying than the other. , The most terrifying of 
them is the third wave, as long as you can survive, the insect tide will end, if you can't survive, the insect 
town will perish." 
 
Swarms of red bullet ants and four-star spiders appeared, and they climbed up the countless armor bug 
corpses and launched a frantic attack. 
 
The defense of the red bullet ants is not as good as that of the armor insects, and their bodies are 
relatively fragile, but their speed is extremely fast, and their mouthparts are like serrated teeth, which 
are extremely sharp, while the four-star spider is equivalent to a long-range attack, and can spit out 
spider silk. It is easy to be dragged down by them and fall into the worm tide, which is dangerous. 
 
Wang Xuan saw that there was an adult, a little careless, and was stuck with the silk spit out by two 
four-star spiders, and dragged it down. The man was caught off guard, so he tumbled and fell out, and 
was immediately hit by several red bullet ants. Surrounding. 
 
Fortunately, Gongsun Xiaoyan was standing not far away. When she saw it, she immediately jumped 
into the air. With a wave of her right hand, a golden thread was released, immediately entangling the 
fiery red bullet ants, pulling them and smashing them around. , and rescued the man in danger. 
 
As long as she was a little late, the man would be eaten into a pile of bones by a group of red bullet ants. 
 
In the face of the four-star flaming bullet ants and the four-star spiders, everyone felt the pressure 
greatly increased. In terms of strength, everyone on the high wall is basically full of strength, and the 
flaming bullet ants and the four-star spiders are also four-star. Stars, but in terms of numbers, the 
number of flaming bullet ants and four-star spiders combined, I don't know how many times they 
exceeded them, and they would be a little hard to resist. 
 



Seeing that the situation was not good, one after another began to have the powerhouses to help, 
which helped everyone stabilize the formation angle, and firmly resisted the crazy attacks of these bullet 
ants and four-star spiders on the high wall. 
 
"Boss, this second wave is already a four-star danger level, so is the third wave a bug comparable to a 
five-star danger level?" Wang Xuan asked. 
 
Seeing Xu Jian nodding, Wang Xuan was stunned. 
 
If it is a five-star dangerous bug that is everywhere, why do they stop it? 
 
Qiu Yuanfeng and Chu Boyu, who was standing on the other side, had never experienced an insect wave, 
so they all changed their faces when they heard this. 
 
"Leader, how many are there? It won't be all over the mountains and plains like it is now, right?" Qiu 
Yuanfeng immediately lowered his voice, fearing that if everyone around him heard it, it would shake 
the army's heart. With their current strength, they can't resist it at all. 
 
Xu Jian also lowered his voice and said slowly, "That's not so bad. After all, it's a five-star dangerous bug, 
so there can't be so many. You'll know when the third wave appears." 
 
Ten minutes passed quickly. Although there were continuous attempts by the powerful, there were 
occasional casualties. There were even a few fast-moving red bullet ants that rushed through the wall 
and fell into the wall, but they were soon caught below. The resting people shot and killed. 
 
After a while, among the swarms of red bullet ants, a larger bullet ant appeared. Their body length was 
nearly twice as large as that of ordinary red bullet ants, approaching two meters, and their speed was 
faster. 
 
Wang Xuan looked at them from a distance, and immediately caught their name as "bullet giant ants", 
with a four-and-half-star danger. 
 
"It's finally here." Wang Xuan took out a piece of parchment and looked at it. The name of the task on it 
was "Insect Tide Hunter", with a five-star difficulty level. The task was very simple, that is, when the 
insect tide broke out, hunt and kill 100 worms. Bullet Giant Ant. 
 
In addition to the appearance of more powerful bullet giant ants, among those four-star spiders, there 
are also more powerful five-star spiders, which are also four-star and half-dangerous. More white spots. 
 
"Four-star and half-dangerous monsters, it seems that the third wave is about to appear." The leader of 
the dynasty standing on the other side said: "Lao Xu, do you want to inform them to come quickly?" 
 
He said suddenly: "They are here." 
 
Wang Xuan turned his head and saw that the Phoenix leader Wan Qianying, the Justice League leader, 
and the Rakshasa leader each brought five people towards them. Chu Boyu, Chen Daolin, and Gao Tian 
he knew were all there. in. 
 



These people climbed the high wall one after another, and the five leaders gathered together again and 
began to discuss in a low voice. 
 
"These five people are currently the strongest in my Justice League, and I brought them all here." 
 
While talking, the leader of the Justice League introduced the five people around him. Wang Xuan saw 
that one of them had a calm and extraordinary masculinity, and he looked familiar. Then he 
remembered that in the tavern that day, the two sides had a relationship, but he didn't know his name. . 
 
Xu Jian said: "The five people on our side are Wang Xuan, Qiu Yuanfeng, Mou Gang, Gongsun Xiaoyan 
and Jiang He." 
 
While talking, he called over Mu Gang, Gongsun Xiaoyan and Jiang He who were on the other side. 
 
Wang Xuan saw that Xu Jian's selection was basically the strongest group of people in the Xuan Gang, 
and when he saw that all these leaders had gathered here, he knew in his heart that there should be a 
big move. 
 
The five leaders introduced the people they brought to each other and became familiar with each other. 
Wan Qianying said: "Now the most powerful group of people in Insect Town should all be here. Whether 
they can resist the insect tide this time is mainly about Look at you guys." 
 
When she said this, her eyes slowly swept towards the faces of the people on both sides, and said: "The 
third wave of insects will appear five-star dangerous insects. If we want to passively defend the insect 
town, it is almost impossible. , the only hope is to kill the leader of these insects, as long as the leader is 
killed, these insects will be defeated." 
 
"Just waiting for the third wave of insects to appear, we must rush out immediately, find a way to find 
the leader of these insects, and kill him. The faster we kill, the less damage we will suffer. Do you 
understand? " 
 
Thinker 
 
Everyone listened to their ears, with awe-inspiring expressions on their faces, and nodded one after 
another. 
 
"Okay, then everyone rests on the spot and refreshes their spirits. There should be some time before 
the third pull." 
 
After Wan Qianying finished speaking, everyone began to rest. Wang Xuan watched as more and more 
bullet giant ants appeared, and soon approached the high wall. He stretched out his right hand, and two 
metal tentacles extended out. Only bullet giant ants killed. 
 
It is not difficult for Wang Xuan to hunt down a hundred bullet giant ants. Why are there only thousands 
of bullet giant ants? 
 
These bullet giant ants and five-star spiders are both four-and-half-star dangerous. Their strength is 
between the adult and the perfect state, which brings great pressure to everyone. Soon someone let out 



a scream, and a man was killed by the five-star spider. After dragging it down, it was immediately torn to 
pieces by a swarm of bullet giant ants. 
 
The situation was gradually stabilized by the constant presence of the strong ones in the state , where 
the bullet giant ants were dragged in and instantly shattered to death. 
 
The five leaders saw that Wang Xuan suddenly rushed out to hunt these bullet giant ants, and guessed 
that they should be completing some kind of task. 
 
In fact, there are quite a few elites who take the initiative to take the initiative, all to complete the task. 
 
Many parchment quests sold in the quest line are related to the insect tide, and everyone is waiting for 
this moment. 
 
Five minutes later, Wang Xuan successfully killed a hundred bullet giant ants, took out the parchment, 
and found that the "Insect Tide Hunter" quest prompt was completed. With this parchment, he could go 
to the quest row to receive the reward. 
 
As for the other task related to the insect tide, it is to hunt down the seven-star spider king. The 
difficulty is six-star. The five-star spider that appears now is only four and a half-star dangerous, and the 
seven-star spider king has not appeared. 
 
After the task was completed, Wang Xuan retreated again, and Xu Jian hurriedly said, "Hurry down and 
rest, you must maintain your physical strength, there will be a hard fight later." 
 
Wang Xuan nodded and sat down by the wall. 
 
Swarms of bullet giant ants and five-star spiders swarmed wildly. Except for the 30 people who were 
resting, almost all the rest of the powerhouses began to participate in the battle, sticking to the high 
wall and not giving an inch. 
 
Gu Manyao, Zhang Haofei, Zhao Lei, Tie Jun and others also took action. Zhang Haofei seemed very 
excited. While frantically hunting down those bullet giant ants and five-star spiders, he let out a low roar 
from his throat, like a wild beast. 
 
Suddenly, a strange howl sounded again in the distance. 
 
This is the whistle of the king bug. 
 
This time, the whistling has become very close, and the five leaders who were sitting in the rest 
immediately stood up and looked into the distance. 
 
"The king bug is here, it's about to start!" Xu Jian shouted in a deep voice, "Everyone should be vigilant." 
 
The first two rounds of the insect wave can be said to be just a warm-up, and it is not a big threat to the 
insect town. What is really scary is the third round of the insect wave. 
 



Wang Xuan saw a commotion among the swarms of giant bullet ants in the distance. At the end of these 
giant bullet ants, a huge black shadow rose up at the end of the north. 
 
This black shadow is very similar to the lake, and it is impossible to see the real appearance. It just keeps 
rising, like a rising hill, and soon it exceeds ten meters. The continuous whistling is coming from this 
black shadow of the lake. Came from afar. 
 
Wang Xuan immediately understood that the rising shadow of Mohu was the king bug. 
 
As this black shadow of the lake appeared in the distance, a huge scream sounded, and a fiery red 
monster suddenly rushed out of the swarm of bullet giant ants. 
 
This monster is also an ant, but this ant is astonishingly large, with a body length of more than three 
meters, and its entire body is as red as flames. Its huge mouthparts are constantly emitting terrifying 
screams. 
 
"Everyone is ready!" Wan Qianying shouted: "The third wave of insects has begun." 
 
Following her order, the other four leaders gathered around her, followed by twenty-five people 
including Wang Xuan and Qiu Yuanfeng. It can be said that they are the most powerful group of people 
in Insect Town. 
 
Wang Xuan saw the fiery red giant ant appearing in the distance, surpassing the other bullet giant ants 
at an extremely fast speed, rushing towards them frantically. 
 
His Illustrated Eye captured its data. 
 
The giant bullet ant evolved from the giant bullet ant that obtained the power of the king worm. The 
danger level is five stars, which is comparable to the ordinary powerhouse. 
 
The five-star dangerous bug finally appeared. 
 
With the appearance of this giant bullet king ant, a screeching sound came, and the giant bullet king 
ants with a body length of more than three meters appeared one after another. They gained the power 
of the king worm and were the most loyal of the king worm. The guardians, each possessed the strength 
comparable to that of a normal powerhouse. They screamed together, and the sound came with a 
screeching sound. Everyone on the wall heard it, and felt a chill on the back crest. 
 
In particular, these are not perfect adults, and they instinctively feel fear and fear. 
 
"Everyone is on the wall. No matter what the price is, they can't step back and let these worms rush into 
Worm Town!" Xu Jian shouted, and the leader of the dynasty followed with the same roar. 
 
The other two teams that were resting immediately climbed towards the wall, and soon, there were 
more than a thousand people on the north wall. 
 
As for the other three walls, the bullet giant king ants have not yet appeared. 
 



Each time, these bugs first appeared from the north, then slowly extended to the east and west, and 
finally converged to the south, completely surrounding the town. 
 
The bullet giant ants appeared one after another, and their speed was much faster than the ordinary 
bullet giant ants. They soon surpassed them and rushed towards the wall. 
 
Wan Qianying let out a low drink and released her mechanical beast, but it was a giant mechanical bear. 
She stepped forward. The giant mechanical bear carried her, stepped on a large number of bug corpses, 
and moved towards these bullet giant ants. rush in the direction. 
 
As she rushed out first, followed by the leader of the Justice League and the new leader of Rakshasa. 
 
"All of you stay behind the fence. Before we kill the bug leader, you must defend here!" Xu Jian and the 
leader of the dynasty issued orders to their subordinates. After that, they also summoned mechanical 
beasts to ride rushed out. 
 
In order to preserve their stamina as much as possible and be at their peak, they all rode on mechanical 
beasts to sprint. 
 
Seeing this, Wang Xuan also summoned Xiaojiao. UU read www.uukanshu.com and rode on it. Of all the 
mechanical beasts, his Xiaojiao was the largest. 
 
Soon, their most elite thirty people, riding on thirty mechanical beasts one after another, rushed out. 
 
Suddenly, another person appeared, also riding a mechanical beast, and followed closely. 
 
Wang Xuan noticed it, and when he looked back, it was Tang Ruoyu. 
 
She does not belong to any party, and she has never appeared before. No one could have imagined that 
when the thirty of them took the initiative to rush out of Insect Town and wanted to find the leader of 
killing insects, she appeared. 
 
On Tang Ruoyu's body, there were already four pieces of Tier 3 fine-quality Biying equipment. Only the 
helmet was still a Tier 3 alloy helmet. She rode a giant mechanical tiger and was very fast, catching up 
with everyone in an instant. 
 
The five leading leaders also noticed her appearance, Wan Qianying glanced at her and stopped talking. 
 
Soon, they encountered the first batch of the fastest rushing bullet giant ants. 
 
"Avoid them as much as possible. If you can't make a move, don't make a move, and try to save your 
physical strength!" Wan Qianying shouted, reminding everyone that the mechanical giant bear she 
stepped down slammed and avoided the one that rushed up first. The Bullet King Ant took her through 
the other two Bullet King Ants in front of her. 
 
Wang Xuan had already seen that among the five leaders, Wan Qianying was the leader, and the other 
leaders, including Xu Jian, were more obedient to her orders. 
 



"Got it!" Qiu Yuanfeng shouted, and also controlled his mechanical beast, avoiding the bullet giant ant 
as much as possible, until he couldn't dodge, and then activated the hatching beast "Snake Remains", 
and the snake head fish body Alien beasts summoned. 
 
Chapter 185:  
Insect Tide Chief 
 
When the snake left volleyed into the air, it slammed a bullet giant ant rushing up from the front, and 
the two sides rolled and flew out together. 
 
Qiu Yuanfeng seized the opportunity and rushed out riding the mechanical beast. 
 
The little guy is very powerful, and with Wang Xuan, he quickly catches up with the five fastest rushing 
leaders. It emits a faint whistle in its throat, and a bullet giant ant rushing towards it feels scared. , 
Hesitating slightly, it immediately stretched out its flame claws, grabbed it out, and shattered the bullet 
giant king ant's head. 
 
Its current strength can be said to be truly reborn, even more terrifying than the peak powerhouse. This 
five-star dangerous bullet giant ant is simply unbearable. 
 
Wan Qianying, Xu Jian and the others looked at them with a hint of surprise, and couldn't help but 
glance at him. 
 
Even if Wang Xuan is strong, he never thought that even the mechanical beast he was riding was so 
powerful. 
 
Although they all knew that Wang Xuan had only come to Insect Town for about ten days, in terms of 
time, he was only a newcomer, but this newcomer made them feel unfathomable. 
 
A scream rang out, and more and more bullet giant ants appeared in front. Wan Qianying, the fastest 
rushing ant, was blocked by two bullet giant ants. The mechanical giant bear she was riding was almost a 
human standing. He stood up, waved his huge bear paw, and fanned him in the face. 
 
On the bear's paw, a cold air rose up, and the cold air rose to form pieces of ice. 
 
With a "bang", the bear's paw slapped a bullet giant king ant in the face. The giant king ant was 
immediately covered by cold air, and frost formed on the surface. 
 
Wan Qianying flicked her right hand, and a fist-sized white light flew out and landed on the other bullet 
giant ant. The white light spread and immediately burned violently, instantly swallowing the bullet giant 
ant. 
 
The mechanical giant bear jumped up and slammed into it, knocking the icy bullet giant ant away. It was 
carrying Wan Qianying and swept ten meters, but soon more bullet giant ants appeared in front of it. 
Pounced from all directions. 
 
The mechanical giant bear couldn't resist, Wan Qianying hummed slightly, and a fist-sized white light 
popped out from her right hand. 



 
Wherever the white light touched, it immediately caused a raging flame. In the blink of an eye, the 
bullet giant ants in front were swallowed by the white flames, burned to the point of screaming, and 
rolled out around, causing chaos in the bullet giant ants. 
 
Behind Xu Jian, who was following her, four animal arms appeared. In line with his mutated arms, all six 
arms were alienated. Each arm was more than one meter long and covered with scales. He rode on the 
mechanical beast and had bullets. The giant king ant is approaching, and its animal claws only need to 
stretch out and grab it, and then the bullet giant king ant can be caught, used as a weapon, and smashed 
to other giant king ants rushing up. 
 
Although these giant king ants have the strength comparable to that of ordinary powerhouses, when 
they fall into his hands, they are like chicks falling into the claws of eagles, with no room for resistance 
and struggle. 
 
The five leaders took action one after another, and each of them possessed a strength that surpassed 
the peak of their state. These bullet giant ants seemed vulnerable, and they were rushed out of a **** 
path in an instant. 
 
Xiaojiao took Wang Xuan, and a pair of flaming claws kept grabbing them out, but Wang Xuan didn't 
need to shoot when he rode on it. 
 
He always remembered what Xu Jian told him to preserve his physical strength as much as possible, and 
he knew in his heart that this battle was bound to be extremely difficult, and it would not even be over 
in a short time, so they mentioned the need to preserve physical strength several times. 
 
Fortunately, in his current Xumi mustard seed space, there are 36 bottles of water of physical strength. 
This is his biggest reliance. He believes that even the five chiefs may not be able to accumulate so many 
bottles of water of physical strength. 
 
A large number of Bullet King Ants came surging. These Bullet King Ants seemed to know their purpose, 
and frantically surrounded them. In a short period of time, the number of Bullet King Ants that came up 
around them already needed to be in the thousands. . 
 
Thousands of bullet giant king ants surrounded them, and only a few bullet giant king ants on the edge 
rushed towards the direction of insect town. 
 
On the high wall of Insect Town, everyone was ready to fight. Except for the thirty-one of them, the rest 
of the powerhouses took action to face the few bullet giant king ants that rushed over. 
 
Wang Xuan turned his head to see this scene, and he was slightly relieved. 
 
Because the 31 of them attracted the vast majority of the giant bullet king ants, the number of bullet 
giant king ants attacking the insect town was not large, which gave the people who stayed in the insect 
town a chance of life. 
 



Otherwise, if these thousands of bullet giant king ants abandon them and attack the insect town 
instead, it will be a big trouble. I am afraid that it will not be long before two or three thousand people 
in the whole insect town will be wiped out. 
 
Thirty-one people and thirty-one mechanical beasts all shot. Wang Xuan also released two six-meter-
long metal tentacles and started to attack. 
 
One after another, the Bullet King Ants were killed, and they continued to advance into the distance. 
More Bullet King Ants poured out from the distance, crowding them crazily, wishing to drown them. 
 
The bullet giant king ants on the edge began to move towards the insect town one after another. 
 
The major powerhouses who stayed behind in Insect Town began to take action to fight against these 
rushing bullet giant ants, and the battle began to become increasingly fierce. 
 
There was a scream. This was the last scream in life that the adult body couldn't resist the bullet giant 
king ant and was killed by it. 
 
In the previous two waves of insect waves, there were not many casualties in Insect Town, and there 
were very few injuries, let alone deaths. 
 
However, as the number of Bullet King Ants gradually increased, although every one of the powerhouses 
was making a move, they could not block all the King Bullet Ants. The king ant began to rush into the 
adult body and slaughtered. 
 
A series of screams sounded, and it was not until another powerful person who had freed his hand made 
a shot that the bullet giant king ant was blocked. 
 
The five leaders led Wang Xuan and the others, and they have followed the madly surrounded bullet 
king ants, and they have gone two or three hundred meters all the way. The number of bullet king ants 
killed by them has at least exceeded three. Hundreds. 
 
However, the number of bullet giant king ants that appeared around it not only did not decrease, but 
instead increased. The number had increased from the original thousands to more than 2,000. 
 
It seemed that they could not resist them, and many of the bullet giant king ants on the edge began to 
disperse one after another, no longer thinking about attacking them, but instead rushing towards the 
town of insects. 
 
Wang Xuan looked at it, and his heart was a little anxious. He understood that if this continued, more 
than two thousand bullet giant king ants would most likely be scattered and headed towards Insect 
Town. 
 
At this moment, a huge scream was heard, and with this scream, the bullet giant king ants seemed to be 
in a commotion, becoming more and more crazy, screaming together, and rushing up even more crazy. 
 



A muffled hum sounded. Gao Tian, who was next to Chen Daolin, had just killed a bullet giant ant. 
Unexpectedly, another bullet giant ant slammed into it. Together with the bullet giant ant killed by him, 
they collided. in his body. 
 
He was knocked out. 
 
Among the crowd, he was the first to be injured. 
 
However, he reacted quickly, the sword in his right hand vibrated, and the sword souls turned into white 
light and shot out, like a rain of arrows, piercing another bullet giant ant. 
 
"Over there—" Wan Qianying let out a snarl, and immediately locked onto the place where the huge 
scream had just sounded, rode the mechanical giant bear, and rushed out immediately. 
 
Her right hand continued to pop out white light, and wherever the white light fell, it exploded, and 
raging flames rose, igniting the bullet giant king ants one by one. 
 
Another huge scream sounded, and everyone followed Wan Qianying, bypassing the small hill rising in 
front of them, and immediately found that a large number of bullet giant king ants were gathering 
behind the small hill. 
 
But they are somewhat different from the two or three thousand bullet giant king ants around. 
 
They have a larger body, with a body length of four meters and a fiery red body. Wang Xuan opened the 
eyes of the illustrated book and saw that these are called elite giant ants, and the danger level has 
reached five and a half stars. 
 
The five-star semi-dangerous degree means that these elite giant ants are more powerful, stronger than 
the ordinary powerhouses, equivalent to the middle-level powerhouses. 
 
There are at least one or two hundred elite giant king ants gathered there, and in their support, there is 
an even larger giant king ant. This giant king ant is red as blood. From a distance, it looks like a giant king 
ant. A fiery red flame is burning. 
 
Its body length has reached an astonishing five meters, lying there, its body is as huge as a car, at this 
moment it is opening its mouthpiece and making a loud scream. 
 
Surrounded by its elite giant king ants, it followed with a shrill scream, and its power was amazing. 
 
"It's it, the giant king ant queen, as long as you kill it, these giant king ants will collapse!" 
 
Wan Qianying let out a shout, rode the mechanical giant bear, and rushed towards the one or two 
hundred elite giant king ants in front of her. 
 
Wang Xuan also captured the information of this "giant queen ant" at the same moment. It is the leader 
of all the bullet ants. It contains a powerful king worm power, and its danger level has reached six stars. 
 



The six-star danger level means that it has the strength to surpass the peak of the powerhouse, and it is 
comparable to the sand scorpion lord and the green poison lord he encountered in Scorpion City before. 
 
Wan Qianying was the first to rush out, and with a screeching sound, the elite giant ants started to 
attack her, trying to block her. 
 
Compared with the giant bullet ants, they have stronger strength, and the mechanical giant bears can no 
longer hurt them. They are so fast that they can dodge the mechanical giant bear's attack and make it 
impossible to rush past. 
 
Wan Qianying had to jump and jumped from the back of the mechanical giant bear. The next moment, 
the mechanical giant bear turned into a rainbow light, attached to the surface of her body, and formed a 
mechanical shell outside the ghost suit. combined state. 
 
With a flick of her body, Wan Qianying bypassed an elite giant king ant that rushed up in front of her and 
killed it. 
 
Followed by Xu Jian, he also jumped off the mechanical beast and entered a state of merging with the 
mechanical beast. The six beast arms behind him opened together, volleyed, and grabbed an elite giant 
ant, six arms one point, a lot of The juice splashed and tore the elite giant ant apart. 
 
Then the leader of the Justice League and the leader of the dynasty, successively got off the mechanical 
beast, entered a state of integration, and killed it. 
 
Wang Xuan was still riding on Xiaojiao's back. Xiaojiao's combat power was very strong, and these elite 
giant king ants could not resist. From time to time, he pulled out the metal tentacles and attacked the 
elite giant king ants who wanted to volley at him. . 
 
With them taking the lead, they quickly rushed into this group of elite giant king ants. 
 
As they rushed in, the bullet giant king ants that had originally surrounded them with more than 2,000 
began to disperse, turned around, and rushed towards the direction of Insect Town. 
 
If they can't kill the giant queen ants in a short time, these more than 2,000 bullet giant king ants can 
completely break through the insect town and kill everyone left behind in the insect town. 
 
Now is the time to race against time, Wan Qianying, Xu Jian and the major leaders have used the most 
powerful strength of the ultimate state, which is the strongest combat power they can exert in this 
world. 
 
Wang Xuan originally wanted to take the shot with all his strength, but suddenly found that the five 
leaders were invincible when they joined forces. 
 
He rode behind Xiaojiao and rushed in easily. 
 
"It is worthy of being a powerhouse beyond perfection. The five of them join forces, whether it is the 
giant bullet king ant or the elite giant ant king, they can't resist it at all." 
 



If the worm tide is only at this level, I am afraid that it is not enough to threaten them at all. Could it be 
that this giant queen ant is far more terrifying than he imagined? 
 
After all, even if they are both six-star danger levels, there is a certain gap in their strengths. 
 
In Wang Xuan's thoughts, he saw that the circle of one or two hundred elite giant ants was soon torn 
apart by Wan Qianying and Xu Jian. 
 
The giant queen ant, who was guarded at the center, finally stopped screaming, and a flame of flames 
spewed out from its open mouthparts. 
 
"My Healing Game" 
 
The flames swept across, and instantly came towards Wan Qianying. 
 
Wan Qianying didn't expect that the giant queen ant could still shoot flames, and was slightly surprised. 
The new leader of Rakshasa, who had never shown a mountain or water, seemed a little shy, suddenly 
opened his right hand, and pieces of glass mirrors appeared, these The glass mirrors overlapped, 
instantly forming a defensive shield, blocking Wan Qianying. 
 
The flame sprayed out by the giant queen ant was completely blocked by the glass mirror. Wan Qianying 
swayed and avoided the glass mirror in front of her. With a flick of her right hand, it shot out several 
**** of white light. 
 
The giant queen ant moved with a body as big as a car, moving at a terrifyingly fast speed, and 
immediately avoided the white light that Wan Qianying ejected. Qianying. 
 
Wan Qianying dodged quickly, but couldn't avoid it completely. The forelimb claws were as sharp as 
knives, sliding down against her body, cutting a huge crack in the mechanical shell on her body. 
 
The strength of this giant queen ant is beyond everyone's expectations. 
 
Xu Jian silently pressed his body from the side and rose into the air, his six arms spread out, like a giant 
spider jumping up, and instantly landed on the back of the giant king ant, and all six fists hit it together. 
 
"No no no" followed by six crisp sounds, and six fist pits appeared on the back of the giant queen ant. 
 
Xu Jian himself was taken aback. 
 
With these six punches, even a reinforced concrete wall can punch out six transparent holes, but when 
he hit the back of this giant ant, he only punched out six fist-sized punch holes. Could this guy's body be 
made of steel? cast? 
 
The giant queen ant opened her mouthpiece and let out a shriek. The huge body slammed, and Xu Jian, 
who landed on its back, was thrown out in the air. 
 
Wang Xuan shot, and two metal tentacles stretched out, entangled its pair of forelimbs, and pulled it 
back with force. 



 
Gongsun Xiaoyan seized the opportunity and launched it with all his strength. Countless golden threads 
were entangled from the other side, entangling the remaining legs of the giant queen ant, trying to trap 
it in place and unable to move. 
 
The leader of the dynasty circled behind it, stretched out his right hand, and a rune pattern appeared in 
the palm of his hand. The pattern swirled and turned into a gust of wind, which swept the giant queen 
ant into it. 
 
The three shot at the same time, and immediately trapped the giant queen ant in place, making it 
difficult to move. 
 
The others spread out one after another, protecting themselves against the attacks of those elite giant 
king ants. 
 
In the distance, swarms of Bullet King Ants are frantically rushing towards Bug Town. 
 
There were constant screams. From the appearance of the giant bullet ants to the present, at least more 
than 20 people died in a short period of time, and with the emergence of groups of giant bullet ants, the 
situation became more and more sinister. 
 
Wang Xuan jumped down from Xiaojiao's back, Xiaojiao let out a faint low whistle, and jumped up in the 
air, a pair of flaming claws grabbed out, and jumped on the back of the giant queen ant. In the punch 
hole that Xu Jian punched out, he immediately grabbed it. 
 
The giant queen ant was injured continuously, screaming and struggling desperately. 
 
Gongsun Xiaoyan couldn't resist it, the golden thread that was entangled in it broke one by one, she let 
out a groan, staggered and fell back, blood flowing from her mouth. 
 
The leader of the dynasty took a gust of wind, followed Xiaojiao, jumped on the back of the giant king 
ant, waved his right hand, and a wind blade formed in his right hand, following the fist punched by the 
giant king ant by Xu Jian. The pit was inserted, and the wind blade penetrated into the body of the giant 
queen ant and began to destroy. 
 
The giant queen ant went crazy, and flames were continuously sprayed from the open mouthparts of UU 
reading www.uukanshu.com. 
 
Everyone dodged one after another. A man from the dynasty narrowly avoided the spray of flames, but 
was attacked by an elite giant ant facing him. The sharp front claws caught him in his belly. 
 
He let out a scream, but fortunately Chu Boyu was by his side, green vines appeared one after another, 
and immediately entangled the elite giant ant, pulling it hard, the forelimbs of the elite giant ant were 
pulled. down. 
 
The leader of the dynasty had just inserted the wind blade into it, and Wan Qianying appeared again. 
With the right hand, a white flame as big as a basketball rose from it. Following the giant queen ant, she 
opened her mouthparts that sprayed fiery red flames and hit it. go in. 



 
Strange to say, this group of white flames merged into this fiery red flame, and only a loud bang was 
heard. The original fiery red flame seemed to be ignited again, and instantly turned into a white flame. 
 
This white flame is very strange and terrifying. It flows back from the mouthparts opened by the giant 
queen ant, rushes into its mouthparts, and burns from the inside. 
 
"Get out of the way, it's about to be swallowed up by the cold fire!" Wan Qianying shouted, reminding 
the leader of the dynasty and the little **** the back of the giant king ant to dodge. 
 
The leader of the dynasty seemed to know the power of this cold fire, and immediately jumped out. 
 
In just an instant, the mouth of the giant queen ant sprayed a white flame, followed by the white flame 
from the inside out, completely swallowing it, turning it into a huge and incomparable white fireball. 
 
Xiaojiao jumped away to dodge first, then turned around and looked at the giant queen ant that was 
completely swallowed by the cold fire. 
 
The elite giant king ants all around suddenly rushed up like crazy, wanting to rescue their queen. 


